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Chapter 129 Betrayal

Linder the pleading of several *, Paige sat in front of the piano. Her slender fingers fell on the piano keys, and the melodious

sound of the piano immediately came

Each note seemed to become a jumping spirit, leading everyone to a pleasant trip.

The people who heard this piano piece seemed to have encountered an amazing flower field on the journey, and saw the clear

ocean, feeling refreshed and relaxed.

As the rhythm of the song became faster and faster, everyone’s mood became better, and they got physical and *pleasure

After an unknown period of time, the sound of the piano ended, and everyone applauded wildly.

“It’s amazing!”

“I listen to Ms. Walker’s pieces every night. I can immediately tell whether it was played by Ms. Walker or not… You are definitely

Ms.

Walker!”

“Is this Ms. Walker’s new tune? I have never heard of it before. It is so beautiful, and it makes me happy. It’s so good!”

“May I ask where to download it? I haven’t heard enough…”

Several *surrounded Paige as if they worshipped her as an idol.

“It’s an improvisation,” Paige said with a shallow smile.

There was no conception in advance, and she just played whatever she thought of

Everyone was impressed by her talent and praised her again.

“Improvisation? It is better than those classic famous songs… Ms. Paige, you are awesome!”

‘The song you played just now is the most beautiful piano music I have ever heard!”

Paige’s piano skills were obviously above Patricia’s.

Patricia had been learning the piano since she was a child, and the tune she played was not as beautiful as this one.

Patricia saw the admiration and love of the *towards Paige, and she was even more jealous.

*it!

Paige was in the limelight again!

“This piano suits Paige too well.”

Danica had just started recording videos of Paige and taking photos. When she looked at these videos and photos now, she

found that Paige was really perfect. Her movements, gestures, and expressions were so beautiful.

Paige was so beautiful and eye-catching!

“Quickly send this piano to Paige’s room. Paige, if you have time, you can play it. If you don’t have time, just leave it there. It’s

fine.”

Donald’s tone was full of affection.

Paige nodded and took out the present she made in the laboratory today. She handed one bottle to each of them. “Here.”

Donald and Danica were both stunned.

“I have been home for so long, but I haven’t given you guys anything.”

These two small bottles of pills were just made by her. They had different effects.

“Dad, it can strengthen your body.”

Paige knew that Donald had been busy with his career when he was young and had many physical problems. Those pills could

cure a

lot of them

“**, this medicine can make you look younger “Paige said. “You can just take one capsule a day if you keep taking it for three

mantha, it will be very effective”

There were about 100 pills in such a small bottle

It was about 16 million dollars per bottle

“You bought health care products for us?” Danica thought that this was a healthcare product. She was surprised and moved

“Thank

you

She looked at Paige, her eyes full of love. “My precious daughter, don’t worry. We will definitely insist on taking it!”

“It was a gift from Paige. I couldn’t bear to take it…” Donald held this small bottle of pills, and there were tears in his eyes

This was the first gift that Paige gave them after returning home.

He wanted to keep it.

It had always been treasured.

“It doesn’t matter. If you finish the bottle, I can send you some more.”

Donald was overjoyed. ‘Really?”

“Yes,”

‘Parge, don’t waste money. Keep the money for yourself. If it’s not enough, ask us for it. We don’t need you to buy any gifts. As

long as you are healthy and happy, we will be satisfied.” Danica said lovingly.

“Let’s not talk about it for now. The dinner is ready today. Paige, let’s celebrate it tonight!”

Patricia watched Danica and Donald leave holding Paige’s hand, and she felt bad.

She was clearly the one who took first place, but why did they celebrate it for Paige?

They said they were not biased.

They left her alone here.

The bias couldn’t be any more obvious!

At seven o’clock in the evening, the Stowe Group was brightly lit, and no one dared to get off work early..

In the conference room.

After listening to the report from the manager, Martin’s expression was cold. “That’s the way you say it works?”

“Mr. Stowe, I thought that if we spread the news, our opponents would be able to invest in that piece of land in the south district.

As

long as they are trapped, it will only be a matter of time before they have financial problems. Sooner or later, we will be able to

get

them…

“I was wrong! I did not expect them to pretend to invest in the piece of land in the south district on the surface, but secretly

bought all the land in the north district that we fancy and even set us up.”

The manager was very guilty and bowed to apologize.

“How many years have you been in the company?” Martin’s eyes were cold.

The manager was confused and hurriedly said, ‘Mr. Stowe, it’s been eight years…”

“Is the company treating you badly?”

“No…” The manager was already sweating from fear, and his body could not stop trembling.

“Since that is the case, why did you betray the Stowe family?” Martin’s cold gaze fell on his head.

“Mr. Stowe?” The manager didn’t expect the news to reach Martin so quickly. He originally wanted to go abroad and hide for a

while after finishing this task…

“You are going to fly to France at eight o’clock tonight?” Martin threw the plane ticket in front of him. The manager was

immediately frightened. It was over. Everything had been discovered!

Beside him, Rhys coldly said, “If theent group’s conditions are very good and you have already made up your mind, as long as

you hand in your resignation, the Stowe family will not stop you. But you betrayed us…”

The manager trembled even more violently. ‘Mr. Stowe, Mr. Jones, it’s all my fault… Please give me another chance!”

Rhys glanced at him and coldly added, “Actually, Mr. Stowe has long noticed your tricks! The land in the north district is not what

we want. The real treasure is under the land in the south district… We took advantage of you to set them up.”

The manager was instantly stunned. He realized that he was done for, and his expression was extremely dejected.

*Exposing the group’s secrets has already been suspected of breaking the law.” As soon as Rhys finished speaking, two

policemen came to the door and took the manager away for interrogation.

‘Now, who else wants to confess?” Martin looked at the crowd.

Paige finished a candlelight dinner and enjoyed a rare and pleasant family time….

Although Patricia was there and it affected her emotionally, she knew that Danica and Donald loved her from the bottom of their

hearts.

This was also the first time since Paige was a child that she felt the warmth of the family.

“Paige, go take a shower first. There will be a surprise later!”
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